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The Health Physicist is an applied Scientist and his
professional skills must extend over many subjects» Probably ths
most difficult skills to acquire are those of numerical analysis,
particularly ths application of this analysis to time dependent
phenomena. In the ten years of experience of graduate level courses
in Radiological Protection, the Royal Naval College has made exten-
sive application of digital and analogue computers. Computer pro-
grammes have been developed for training in radiation shield design,
optimisation methods, the study of the environmental impact of a
reactor accident and the prediction of detector responses in various
radiation fields. Computers play an important supporting role in
the study of the design process and in the provision of information
input to reactor accident exercises. Time dependent phenomena are
not always easily assimilated so analogue computers are used on
reduced or accelerated time scales; in some cases the calculation
can be stepped as required by the student. Whilst these alterations
in time scale are useful for initial understanding it is essential
to relate them to real time, and thus the College also uses a
research reactor for the final phases of training. This paper will
be illustrated by a number of applications of computers in Health
Physics training and these will be restricted to the digital
computer applications.

Computers have a more important role to play in education than
the simple direct application in the solving of set course work
problems. They can be considered (1) in two•principle modes
"behavioural control" and "discovery learning". In the first the
teacher controls the learning environment by selecting and arranging
the computer material to illicit the required response from the
learner. This technique derives from the original concept of pro-
grammed learning but has met with limited success. In the discovery
learning mode, control is exercised by the learner who through
computer based procedures can build up a base of knowledge and
extend his knowledge beyond the basic given information. These pro-
cedures are associated with computer modelling and simulation but
their effectiveness depends very strongly upon the quality of
supporting teaching. A typical application will present a computer
based model of a system or process and offer the student interactive
access to the principle parameters with the opportunity to compute
and display the effects of variation. As an extension of this the
student may be involved in the process of building and validating
the model before using it for the study of a system response or to
achieve an objective in the design of a system.

An example of this is the RNC programme SPS (Shield Parametric
study) which is one of the first programmes developed in this field.
The programme models a pipe containing radioactive material and
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simulates this as a line source which may be located anywhere in a
plane passing normally through the slab of shielding material and
through the dose point. The programme uses a linear attenuation
coefficient and a linear build up factor and the source is
simulated by point isotropic elements which can be varied in •
physical size. The student inserts initialising parameters or may
use a set of test data and can then select any parameter which may
be varied by a selected positive or negative factor. At each
increment the dose rate is calculated and printed out and
subsequently a graph may be plotted for each parameter over the
selected range of change. Students may use the programme to
synthesise more complicated sources.

An elementary shielding programme such as SFS will overlook
important changes in response function due to radiation quality.
Programmes which model the response of gamma detectors to photons
emitted from internally distributed radioactive material (2) have
been adapted. One programme simulates photon transport using a
Ptonte Carlo technique to determine the energy loss spectrum in
cylindrical geometry. Data sets are made available for cross
sections applicable to sodium iodide, ceasium iodide and germanium
detectors. Application of this created interest in the dynamics of
internal radiation dose and an ICRP lung model (3) was used in a
student project applying the digital computer for ease of program
writing. Preliminary work using the analogue computer permitted
non-linear rates of activity input to be represented. The models
developed in these projects have then been combined in a simulation
of noble gas releases using a simplified hemispherical model for a
building shield (4). In this programme the external gamma
exposure can be calculated from radiation sources both outside and
inside the building. This model has been tested against Argon 41
sources created by the research reactor.

Role playing is a valuable vehicle for education of the
individual and the team and introduces the real time world through
the planning of health physics control or the management of
accidents. On the whole it is not possible to play the game totally
in real time, nor is it possible to assign complete roles to
individuals or to allow them to interact freely. Best results are
obtained when students work as syndicates of 4 or 5 to which infor-
mation and questions are addressed with solutions being offered by
the syndicate as a group. At the present state of development the
computer is used to provide realistic information on dose rates and
its principal value is that of a labour saving aid to the Directing
Staff of the Exercise. Further programmes are under development to
provide feedback of data on collective dose undsr working conditions
determined by the syndicate, having regard to the ALARA principle.
It is here that interactive graphics with the ability for 3-
dimensional simulation of working areas has much to offer.

To be effective, all these applications of the computer
require as much realism as possible. For example, although the
playing out of an accident need not be in real time, it is essential
that the radiation dose conditions postulated are seen to be as
realistic as possible. To this end, simulation of the accident
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sequence, and its subsequent development can be carried out using
available codes such as TIRION or UEERIE (5, 6). It is now
recognised however that less comprehensive codes are adequate, and
have the advantage that they can be made interactive and hence can
be used not only for exercise planning but also by students during,
or indépendant of, the exercise. Such a code is under construction
at RNC and in its present state of development it uses a point
source of fission productst allows for building attenuation when
calculating the gamma shine doses, and uses a standard gaussian
model for plume dispersion with building entrainment and dry
deposition. From the existing model it has been possible to
compute the time integrated dose as a function of distance down
wind and to indicate its sensitivity to release height, and
Pasquill weather conditions with the major aim of convincing the
students that a reactor accident will not necessarily follow a
predetermined course. Future models used in exercise simulations
will insert a degree of randomness in weather conditions, release
mechanisms and in simulated protective response.

Digital computers are ideal for the application of optimisation
methods and a number of these are briefly described in Reference 7.
The aim of the training process is to ensure that the students
become familiar with the fundamental design criteria; the student
should gain an overall appreciation of the design process and above
all understand the inter-relationship of design methods.

The dose-reduction philosophy of ICRP 26-has demanded increased
attention to dose reduction techniques. The RWC programme developed
to demonstrate dose reduction simulates a containment structure
represented by a 3—dimensional grid within which various system
components may be represented by a combination of point, line and
plane sources. Simple line of sight shielding methods are used to
estimate the exposure at any location within the grid and it is
possible to extract the relative contribution of to the dose from
each system component. It is therefore possible to assign a •
collective dose to a given operational procedure taking place within
the containment, for example, a maintenance operation. Reduction of
this collective dose may then be pursued through changes in
operational procedures to take account of dose gradients for example
(7) or by introducing protective facilities such as additional
shielding or reduction in specific sources.

The work described in this paper is a response to the demand
for optimisation and cost benefit analysis in radiation protection.
These computer based methods can be implemented using a variety of
computer systems not only main frame computers but also dedicated
mini-computers and it is possible that microprocessor based
terminals will have an important application. The development of
systems will increase the availability of computer based support for
the operational health physicist and thus the computer must be an
essential feature of his education.
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